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GALCREAM

galcream no more greasy palms!

Here's how Galcream works . . .

The girl in the picture likes the feeling

of the oil on the man. However— the

man is the girl. The girl is the one with

the short hair-cut with the Galcream.

Contains Fluoristan . .

.



The New Year. Humbug pauses

to look back on half a year of

life and growth. Yes ... in the

past half year, we have wit-

nessed significant expansion

at Humbug ... a new stapling

machine on the front desk . . .

a rubber stamper with our

name on it ... an extra pencil

sharpener (little square type).

What then will 1958 bring?

Perhaps a mechanical tape

wetter. Tape glue tastes awful.

And now to the letters.

Dear Editor Harvey Kurtzman

:

1 forgot what 1 was going

to say! Fred Santino

Boston, Mass.

tSjtm

I was just noticing the

clever way you and your staff

scooped the world in your ar-

ticle on the Earth Satellite

(Vol. 1, #4). No sooner did

Humbug hit the stands than

the Russians sent up their

“moon.” This was either a

very wise piece of detective
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work or that suspicious red

border around your mag
means something! John Ball

Detroit, Mich.

When is the U.S. going to

put its first Mednick into the

air? Jack Gregory

Philadelphia, Pa.

Humbug Scoop

I have been looking for the

John Hancocks of Elder, Da-

vis and Kurtzman ever since

that farshimelt trio left the
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pages of Mad ... I had the

pleasure'of introducing
HUMBUG to the Klan at

Eastern High. HUMBUG has

caught fire here and the KJan

has made HUMBUG official

Klan literature. We have also

changed from Neumans to

Mednicks. Cal Simpson

Lansing, Mich.

... in your Humbug Hero of

the Month you have slapped

some hands that sorely needed

it. Up until now they have

been very appropriate. But
this month’s edition goes

against my grain.

In the past the people who
have been tagged with these

awards have been people who
were generally a pain in the

neck to society. But I fail to

see by any stretch of the imag-

ination how Mike Wallace falls

into this category.

Can you in all sincerity at-

CRIME IN U.S.A 20

ASPIRIN WAR. 25

FUN WITH HAMLET 27

HAVE QUN, TRAVEL 29



tack such interviews as those

that were held with Frank
Lloyd Wright and Margaret

Sanger? I fail to see how.
They were stimulating, en-

lightening, and down right

good viewing.

This is not.to say that Mike
was npt sensational in some of

his interrogations. The fiascos

with Mickey Cohen and Lili

St. Cyr were not exactly taste-

ful. But let us judge a man on
his merits, not his failings.

I feel that the prime pur-

pose of Mike’s show is to stim-

ulate thought. And there are

pitifully few shows §n TV that

do that sort of thing nowadays.

It has never impressed me as

poor taste to try to make peo-

ple use their heads for some-

thing a little better than watch-

ing trite westerns. To me this

show is a blessing.

For many years I have
backed you on practically

everything you did. Nothing

you have ever printed has ir-

ritated or exasperated me. But

on this issue 1 am afraid you
have earned great horns from
me. William Kastanotis

Lynn, Mass.

’‘{'if
’’

'

. . . what can you hope to

gain by permitting a story like

“Pagan Place” (L. Siegel, Oct
’57 issue) to be printed? A
heavy rebuke from responsi-

ble citizens, and a correspond-

ing drop in your sales.

It is to your advantage to be

1|Z
|
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England tow
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n. Behind the

Pagan Place.

critical of and not print so pit-

ifully perverted material.

100% Sincerity St.

Ethics, U.S.A.
Our staff is generally clean
and upstanding, but once in a

while, the fools get hold of a

hook like Peyton Place which
perverts them temporarily—ed.

ititi 1. ?{;. . ; '

Do you ever plan a sat-

ire on Unions—especially the

idea the Union Organizers
had in the AFL-CIO of organ-

izing a Union for Union Or-

ganizers . Mr. G. Meany
absolutely refused to hear of

such a thing W J. Turner

Chicago, Illinois

. Please send me your

new paper-bound HUMBUG
Digest Bob Taylor

Royal Oak, Mich.

The HUMBUG Di-

J
{test, a paperback
collection of the

M- best from the early

Jt HUMBUGS can he

bought for 40f di-

rec,ly from Bal-

lantine Books at

101 Fifth Ave., N.

V, IN. Y., or read free at

your neighborhood paperbook
rack. Only pul it back nice.

HUMBUG back issues are

available at 20f per. You may
buy them singly or in bulk
packages of 1000. —ed.

As a fan, I devour every

word of your fuddy magazine

(with A- 1 Sauce), and as a

human being I am phranticly

happy ,with your frippery.

Keep it up. 1 would write more
but I am busy counting Gei-

gers with my Geiger counter

and am working out details

with an upside down owl for

a Popsicle Ballet

Doodles Weaver, The Gleep

KNXT Channel 2

Hollywood, Cal.

The accompanying petition
which was printed in issue #5
has brought a flood of signa-

tures. Unfortunately, since the

original printing, Mr. Kasper
has been sent to jail instead of

the moon. Nevertheless, we are
forwarding the petition to the

proper authorities so that Kas-

per can have a job and be use-

ful when he gels out. —ed.

I really do think that John
Kasper should go to the moon.
But surely such an important

man should have a secretary

to take notes and make ap-

pointments for him.

May I apply for this posi-

tion? I am 5'5", weigh 11914

lbs., brown hair and green
eyes. I can type, take short-

hand and have excellent refer-

ences. Besides the fact that this

will be an amazing experience,

I also have developed a crush

on John Kasper

/ your magazine is terrific

reading on these long winter

nights (Miss) Rena Colburne

Langhorne. Pa.
Hnunm. -ed.

I also think it would be

only fair to send someone else

up as assistant Moon Ambas-
sador My vote is for Arthur

Godfrey Gary Moss
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Address mail to HUMBUG
598 Madison Ave.,N.Y. 22, N. Y.



But I say . . .

what is that

he's ripped

from the base-

board and now
clutches in

his arms'?

[Think me mad,

do you? Well

there is the

proof of my
theories . .

.

Boris

1

Karlott!

Aha! So that is
]

[the product of !

your work with

electricity and (

your research
|

into electrical

I science!

81 EVENS IN

20

-ssicirs

FRANKENSTIEN ani> his monster

Television is reviving this twenty-five

year old thriller which was made when

scientific talk centered around simple

electricity . , . not atomic energy. As

the story opens, scientist Count Henry
Von Frankenstien, a young, middle-

European schvienhunt, is out on the

moor gathering bodies for his work.

3



Hm . . . they’re

labelled "Ex-
cellent brain"

—“Good brain”—

“Fair brain” and
"Rotten brain”. .

... a nice

fresh brain.

Ha! There are :

some fresh

Jones in the

formaldehyde!

'exeueni
L BRAIN

j

GOODMfFAIR I

BRAINHBRAIN
(ROTTEN)
EBRANEI

jlcwsritm
BRAIN

Gosh
darn it!

Broke

the Ex-

cellent

brain!

I

Woops!,

Pushed
over

|

|

the
|

Good
brain!

j

[Consam!
Turned
the Fair

ihrain up-

side down
[by mistake. which.

Rotten!
brane|

Good. The thunderstorm grows
Our experiment in electric

biology begins — with the

aid of our latest complex
electrical apparatus. Help me
with the kite and hold the key.

Hans!

did Yes,
you Herr
get Frank-
the en-

brain? stien!



That should do it. The body under]
the cloth should now be pulsing

and breathing with monster life —
which we shall see as soon as I L

pull back this sheet, revealing . .
.

Jj

Herr

Frank-

stien!

Look

Back to the old drawing board!
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1957 IN REVUE
Nine Outstanding Shots

From The Year Passed
-Continued on next pago

M ^ > lie winning pnoio ot Moscow's tirst space

Russians Launcn opumic^
satellite taken at Newport golf course. Its de-

coded radio signal revealed only boring non-commercial programs. Authorities promised this satellite

would not be admitted to the U.N. 7



Famed Financier
Hoffa is elected by impartial hirelings at Teamster
elections.

h [EUROPE

First /CBM
were; Sputnick, Molotov, Malenkov, Zhukov.

Mad. Sq. Garden party,

to chagrin of host, was
widely regarded as a

publicity stunt.

World
Champ's

Lew Burdette won 3

games from Yanks.

Spitball charges proved

false. Inset shows ball

filled with official dry

sand.

%
Igyp



Acinn Flu made people pray for

ian riu
relief al shrine of Chi.

nese God An Ti Histo Min. Certain Ameri-

can students came to pray in person.

'Si/SFCCNA

I !tt*reitur<p
bv Robl ' Harrison

Liter UTUS & became required

reading for stimulated jurors and judges.

Little Benny
of what he saw made doctors think he landed
on head.

Mayflower II %£%£?££
logged fairly good time despite the unfavorable winds.



ROCKET TO THE MOON



INGENUITY IM

PACKAQINQ
Clever ideas help business meet rising costs.

While packaging's basic purpose is to attrac-

tively wrap and protect products, there is a new

and even greater role a package must play. It

must help lower costs and raise profits. It must,

in other words, make the customer feel he’s still

getting as much as he used to, while he is in fact

getting a whole lot less.

Let’s see hew this magic is accomplished.



SEVEN RASCALLY PACKAGING TECHNIQUES

Prisms of bottle reflect con-
tents all over. Actually only
tiny bottom section is filled.

80% of inside pushbutton can is

machinery. More profit is made
on can than on product inside.

The old false-bottom idea
(dotted line) is still an inge-

nious and perennial favorite.

Classy package makes it pos-
sible to ask 25c. Unadorned,
it sells five for a nickel.

Product printed in full color
on surface of bag hides fact
only small portion is inside.

Clipping product onto a large
attractive card makes small
item really look important.

12

Perfume container holds container holding container containing impressive drop of perfume.



COLUMNSmisleading

In going through some of the newspaper

columns recently, we made
,
a startling

discovery. Many of the columnists are

cheating. They are advertised as one

thing, but they’re really another. To show

you what we mean, the following are

five different type columnists, each of

whom is not what he is being paid to be.

A LOVELORN COLUMN: Abigail Van Boren is assigned to ease the aching heart*.

However, careful examination of her column reveals it is actually a humor feature.

DEAR ABi E

Her Flame: A Fire

man Without Spark

DEAR ABtE : I am madly in love

with a young fireman. He has no
parents, is poor, and recently con-

tracted beri-beri. Doctors told him
he has just a month to live. Rut I

want to marry'him anyway. He loves

me but insists that we don't marry.
We have decided to bank our whole
lives on your decision. Should I let

him die unloved? Or marry him and
at ‘least bring a few weeks of happi-

ness to this poor young fireman?
PUZZLED

DEAR PUZZLED: 1 don't know.
Bui just for kicks, why don’t you
ask him why he wears red suspend-
ers? I’ve got a punch line that’ll

kill him.
•

DEAR ABIE: My fiance, Peter,

my friend, Anna, and I are Hun-
garians. Recently we escaped into

Austria. At present our situation is

desperate. We have not been able to

adjust to the new environment. Peter

has no job so he has decided to

turn to Hungary, even though
means certain death. Anna said she
will go with him. but I have decided

not to return. If I don’t go-, Peter will

marry Anna. I have just flown in

from Vienna to await your answer.

For the love of God, what should
LINSE'

DEAR UNSETTLED: Just flew

in from yienna? I’ll bet your arms
are tired.

•

DEAR ABIE: I have an inferi-

ority complex ‘because I am a shdrt
4'3". Fortunately my fiance, Murray,
loves short girls; in fact, the shorter

the better. Murray, unfortunately,

happens to be a bookmaker. How-
ever, I love and respect bookmakers.
Murray's parents are unreasonable,

and want to live with us after we're
married. But we both love his un-

reasonable parents and want them to

live with us. So as you see, we have
no problems. But tell us a joke any-

way. ADJUSTED

DEAR ADJUSTED: What’s
shaped like a box, smells like lox.

and flies? Give up? A flying lox

'CONFIDENTIAL TO “UNCER-
TAIN”: To get to the other side.

CONFIDENTIAL TO “FAN’
No. Bob Hope hasn't asked me. B
he probably has enough writers any-

way. I'm glad you think I'm such a

scream. But if you really want to

howl, catch me some time at the

theatre when I sit in the audience and
yell, “Fire!

”
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A TV-RADIO COLUMN : Although a little brownie often sneak* radio and TV items into

Nick Kennedy’s column, the real Nick writes social items and heart-warming poetry,

WBNX—ISM
:

WHOM—1480
WQXR— 1560
WWBL—IMP

NICK KENNEDY THE FOURCI

Blla Hrskwts To Sing

Nick’s Great Songs
BLLA HRSKWTS, the Tibetan tenor, sings your Uncle

Nick’s songs for my favorite charity this Fri. It's the Dey Street

Bocci Party For Stuttering Trash Haulers. I told Blla, “You will sing

so others may talk.”

SATURDAY is the Bar Mitzvah
of Wong Mittleman, at the Hong’
Kong Jewish Center. Don’t miss it!

DIP YOUR PEN in sunbeams and
write to these shut-ins: John Kasper,,
at Nashville County Workhouse . . .

G. M. Malenkov. Omsk Hydro-Elec-
tric Plant. Omsk. Siberia . . .

TODAY IS THE II ITHD AY OF VVoIl-

ov Oop, Eddie
Seymour

Gelzoff, Patsy Simonelli. ; ....

ding anniversary of the Mandel Dymms.
and the third Salk Shot due for the Al
McCoys.

My Exterminator
When I'm howlin' ond I'm screamin

Who's there to teoch me patience,

My e

o shut m

Though a man of

ng, killing

When tf

Toth I Big H

And sprdy tli

My extern-

Hugh “Big

became famou

to Godfrey. Pi

A GOSSIP COLUMN: Hy Garner is not a gossip columnist. He is more of a
confidant with everybody in the world just loving to talk to him, any time,

brother and

any place.

HY GARNER CALLING
CHALl

FORf

Double Check and Triple Check
THE TIP-OFF: Pres. Eisenhower will manage a supermarket in 1961 . . . THE

CHECK-UP: “It’s so nice of you to call and check that item, Hy,” said Ike. “Especially
at 2 a-m.. when you’re so busy. I do hope your family's well. As of now, Hy. I don't
think I’ll go in the supermarket business, but please call again tomorrow; things may

change. Take care of yourself. Hy. I’ll have to hang up now.
It’s a bit draughty, and I want to get back in that tub."

Dieticians A
schools, hall

tion to pin
quantity n

THE TIP-OFF: Artist John Hall will leave for Rus
to join the Communist Party . . . THE CHECK-UP: “I

tickled to hear from you. Hy." writes John Hall. "Actually,
though. I’m not leaving for Russia, I’m leaving for Brushes.

Paint brushes; I'm out of them. Also, I’m not joining the
|

Communist Party. I’m joining Carmen Nast’s party . .

cocktail party. Hope to see you as soon as I'm released by the

Un-American committee. Best wishes. John." _



THK SPORTS COLUMN: Sportswriter Jimmy Connan enjoy* making Witty, pithy com*
ments on every eoneeivahle phase of life, with one exception: He often forgets sports.

don
Now
e must play. It

orofits. It must.

if" Hitiler was
/try shop and was
looked in Sing

i in the big lime

is the baritone in

, smells like lox,

p? A flying lox

ffricts first got to-

food strike in the

jail. They were

pleach other, and

keel their glasses

JIMMY CONNAN

NOBODY ASKED ME BUT I'M TELLING YOU:
It’s all over, when your broad runs off to Australia, has five kids, and

sends you time bombs in the mail.

I find eye charts dull.

Fat guys with skinny legs are always named Charlie, or something else.

Next time you plan to assassinate Prime Minister MacMillan, count me

len she refers to him in

itlis who get married i

s with handkerchiefs

I always feel a girl is knocking her guy
company as, "You galidamn stupid idiot!’’

I never read books about lame Marks)
zeppelins.

Don’t see much of Woodrow Wilson anym
When I was a kid, we used to call ice ere

Somehow I don’t trust tall men in pin-stri

over their mouths and pistols in their hands.

Druggists’ prescriptions make lousy movie st

Adolph Hitler was myidcaofasflfislMT

A BROADWAY COLUMN: Waller Winshieltl is really a rode expert, whose unbreakable

code in bis column will be used lo transmit messages from the American Sputnick.

RRAY

ERMAN

iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Walter Winshield
of New York

Hotbeat.
Gendarmes tell me Bway limp-wrislers in ’58 double ’57. Nmf! (Whoops,

m’dear) . . . Comred Chaplin sez he ’n I nk Sam are Phfffl (Good Riddanee,
Good Rattanee? Good Beddenee) . . . T. M. and frau look Henovoeaine (Dot's
nize) . . . Guess WWhose TV’er is Trendexlerminating 'em (Coekle-Doodle-
Doo!) . . . Isn’t Ike prepping a bombshell that'll make the comrals rillv see
RED? (Eisenhower bool that!) . . . Oilionaire Kevin O’Shea and frau, she’s a

n. Infantieipating? Hinmni? (Oil’s Well!
! Mai ,1 Bet

‘translation . . . Police authorities says that effeminate gentlemen on Broadway this year

are twice that of last year (I find that interesting) . . . Charlie Chaplin insists he won't

return to the U.S. (I’m pleased) . . . Tommy Manville and his wife got divorced . . . My
TV show is doing fairly well (I’m gratified) . . . The President may upset Russia with a

plan he has in mind. . .Oilwell owner Kevin O’Shea and his estranged songstress wife are

acting compatible and may be expecting a child (I’m happy for them) ...



SPORTS

INDOOR TRACK



This winter, as usual, track activities move indoors gathering College,
Independent and Olympic stars to run in our great, cold, drafty arenas!
Using the maximum space in these crowded indoor stadiums, the win-
ter meets will no doubt bring many thrills and chills and tragedies.



SCIENCE

SPUTNIKS!
’ will eventually be the collection of burned

•lit sputnik launchers and rocker junk that

ill constitute greatest hazard to space travel.

The end oj 1958 will undoubtedly find the sky

full of SPUTNIKS, and what with all the talk

of the dangers of meteorites and cosmic rays,

A.S.P.C.A.NIK sent

by organization of 61

raged animal lovers.

FRIGHTMK — huge Russian satellite Kill

be rubber balloon fake, calculated to

throw us into greater hysteria than ever.



Humbug’s own design for an American satellite (Mark III

)

Beauty and prestige will be ours as

others notice that look no other satel-

lite has . . . the FORWARD look.
19

Our satellite should be long and low in

design, with get-away power enabling

it to effortlessly pass other satellites,



THE LOST CHORD CASE. Most baffling of the famous unsolved crimes is the case in

which it was suspected that the 'Chord’ was not lost—but stolen. The modern illu»

(ration (above) shows the 1938 Count Basie band . ..all of whom are under suspicion

20



THE EDITORS OF

HUMBUG
PRESENT A NEW SERIES

CRIME
IN U S. A.

PART ONE

FAMOUS UNSOLVED CRIMES

Some time ago, another famous magazine

called Life ran a series similar to this one

but left many aspects of crime untouched;

aspects we intend to cover here in the

same modern style, starting with smart

modern-type drawings of famous unsolved

crimes. One look at illustrations will

show why crimes remained unsolved.

WHO KILLED COCK-ROBIN CASE. Prime

aspect, above, was arrested and released

for lack of recognition by witnesses.

^ GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY.

A train of mushrooms and

people disappeared. Detec-

tives hope for solution since

mushrooms may still be good.

^ MYSTERY CRIME illustra-

tion below will make anyone

suspect a crime is involved.

Which crime-we don’t know,

but we’re working on it.



PART TWO

WHAT MAKES A MAN TURN TO CRIME

Psychiatry has opened many doors of knowl-

edge into the intricate machinations of

the human mind, particularly pertaining

to the subconscious impulses and motiva-

tions that seem to lead certain individ-

uals inexorably ' towards a life of crime.

We have chosen here a typical documented
case history, that of B. M. Schnook, to

illustrate the psychological influences

that criminally affects human behaviour.
|

22



]nunm

l fortune Today, long after his death, his heirs

that made the old fellow turn to a life of crime.
BETWEEN J All TERMS. B M Schnook somehow amassed ;

often ga/e out at the Schnook empire and wonder just what i

23



PART THREE

A MODEL POLICE FORCE
Crime often relates to a city’s police department. A
new approach toward crime, using modern technology

and understanding, has made the police force at Goes,

Ohio, the nation’s best. Police Chief A. Pilfer operates

all of the city’s rackets. This helps to contain crime

and also supplements his modest civil-service income.

chief PILFER is responsible for the

city's new approach to crime.

nuclear weapons, judge, jury, clerk and cash register. This efficient service avoids overcrowding of courts . vtffen

24



medicine

The unrecognized

ASPIRIN
WAR

T
he tests illustrated oh

these pages are famil-

iar outward signs of an

unseen commercial war

being waged even as we

speak.

To understand the Great

Aspirin War one must un-

derstand its background

first. For many years the

Bayar Aspirin people en-

joyed a virtual monopoly

in the pain relieving field.

Then along came the Buf-

ferine group to challenge

their leadership.

The Bufferine camp
started their campaign

For going thru pipes and drains,

Drano worked twice as last.

Dissolve record. Bayar Aspirin

dissolved before reaching glass.

with a bombshell. They

showed that the general

concept of anatomy i.e.:

flesh, blood, bones, etc.,

was as out of date as think-

ing the world was flat.

They brought forth illus-

trative proof that the body

was actually composed of

plumbing. They, of course,

had a medicine that effec-

tively treated this plumb-

ing. This gave the Bayar

Aspirin side a pretty big

headache. But they came

back fighting.

They threw thousands

into a campaign, showing

a statue’s head in their ads,

thus proving the classic

Greek sculpture concept

of anatomy was far more

attractive than pipes. By

now the fray was a free-

for-all. Others, like Ana-

cine, jumped in to claim

that the head did not con-

tain brains but instead had

three little boxes that

made a lot of noise that

only Anacine could stop.

Today, the battleground

ever widens, and there is

cause for apprehension.

W^e can only pray the UN
doesn't act too late.

Anacine cleared Others tested

,

things in head, upset stomach.

25



tg* PAIN RELIEF SPEED TEST ON ACTUAL PEOPLE IN ACTUAL PAIN

Hjay Conducted by impartial, independent, heavily bribed research organizations.

ASPIRIN BUFFERINE

Bayar Aspirin’s clinically controlled test.

Quick dissolve properties go to work instantly.

BulTerme researchers conduct pain relief test.

Bufferine clinks as it ricochets thru pipeworks.



The big gripe at PTA meetings today is that enough for elementary school kids. Here's how
such reading matter as Dickie Dare and Dick LARRY SIEGEL proposes first-graders be ex-

and Jane are not important and educational posed to the world's important literature.

by William Shakespeare

See the man. What a funny man. His name is Hamlet. He is'a

prince. He is sad. Why are you sad, Hamlet?

“I am sad, for my father has died,” says Hamlet. “My father

was the king.”

Where are you going, Hamlet?

“I am going to the castle,” says Hamlet.

On the way he meets a ghost. “Where are you goin»°” asks

the ghost.

27



“I am going to the castle,” says Hamlet.

“Boo boo,” says the ghost.

“What is your name, you Silly ghost?” asks Hamlet, clap*

ping his hands.

“I am your father,” says the ghost. “I was a good king. Uncle Claudius

is a bad king. He gave me poison. Would you like poison?”

“Oh, no,” says Hamlet. “I would not like poison.”

“Will you avenge me, Hamlet?” asks the ghost.

“Oh, yes,” says Hamlet. “I will avenge you. What fun it will be to avenge

you.”

On the way he meets a girl.

“Where are you going?” asks the girl.

“I am going to the castle,” says Hamlet.

“Ha ha,” says the girl.

“What is your name?” asks Hamlet.

“My name is Ophelia,” says the girl.

“Why are you laughing?” asks Hamlet. “You are a silly goose.”

“I laugh because you are so funny,” says Ophelia.'“I laugh because you

are schizophrenic. Are you not schizophrenic?”

“I am not a schizophrenic,” says Hamlet, laughing and clapping his

hands. “I pretend I am a schizophrenic. I pretend, for I want to fool ray

Uncle^ What fun it is to pretend I am a schizophrenic.”

See Hamlet run. Run, Hamlet, run.

He is going to his mother’s room.

1 “I have something to tell you, mother,” says Hamlet. “Uncle Claudius is

bad. He gave my father poison. Poison is not good. 1 do not like poison. Do

you like poison?”

“Oh no, indeed!” says his mother. “I do not like poison.”

“Oh, there is Uncle Claudius,” says Hamlet. “He is hiding behind the cur-

tain. Why is he hiding behind the curtain? I shall stab him. What fun it will

be to stab him through the curtain.”

See Hamlet draw his sword. See Hamlet stab.

Stab, Hamlet, stab.

See Uncle Claudius’s blood. See Uncle Claudius’s blood gush.

Gush, blood, gush. continued on pom l»
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continued /ram page 28

See Uncle Claudius fall. How funny he looks, stabbed.

Ha, Ha, Ha.

But it is not Uncle Claudius.

It is Polonius. Polonius is Ophelia’s father.

What fun Hamlet is having.

“You are naughty, Hamlet,” says Hamlet’s mother. “You have stabbed

Polonius.”

But Hamlet’s mother is not cross. She loves Hamlet. He is a good boy.

And Hamlet loves his mother. She is a good mother. Hamlet loves his

mother very much. Hamlet loves his mother very, very much.

Does Hamlet love his mother a little too much?

Perhaps.

See Hamlet run. Run, Hamlet, run.

Where are you going, Hamlet?

“I am going to find Uncle Claudius.”

On the way he passes a brook. In the brook he sees Ophelia. Ophelia is

drowning.

“Where are you going?” asks Ophelia.

“I am going to find Uncle Claudius.”

“Glub glub,” says Ophelia.

On the way he meets a man.

“Where are you going?” asks the man.

“I am going to find Uncle Claudius.”

“Oh ho. I am Laertes,” says the man. “Let us draw our swords. Let us

duel.”

“I don’t think I am going to find Uncle Claudius,” says Hamlet.

See Hamlet and Laertes duel.

See Laertes stab Hamlet.

See Hamlet stab Laertes.

See Hamlet’s mother drink poison.

See Hamlet stab King Claudius.

See everybody wounded and bleeding and dying and dead.

What fun they are having!

Wouldn’t you like to play like that?

32
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